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optical zoom works by using lenses to magnify a far off image filling the
entirety of the image sensor you ll see lots of cameras and zoom lenses listed
by their zoom ratio say 3x as noted in our galaxy s24 ultra hands on samsung s
new phone has a camera array featuring a 200mp main camera 12mp ultrawide
camera 10mp telephoto lens with a 3x optical zoom and a 50mp modern phones with
optical zoom usually have lenses with 3x 10x optical zoom trying to zoom in
further than that should result in loss of quality as you would technically be
using the iphone 13 has 3x optical zoom in the iphone 12 has 2 5x optical zoom
in and the iphone 11 has 2x optical zoom in older iphones that only have one
camera can only do digital zoom the non pro iphone 15 14 13 12 and 11 models
with two rear facing cameras have a wide lens and an ultra wide lens the
primary difference between the iphone 15 pro and 15 pro max is the telephoto
camera with the max offering 5x optical zoom compared to the pro s 3x zoom the
15 pro max has a larger 6 7 inch screen and provides approximately six more
hours of battery life compared to the 15 pro using the iphone 14 s 3x optical
zoom to see familiar scenes in a new way one of the features of the two iphone
14 pro models is the 3x optical zoom compared to the 1x zoom at the iphone 13
event tuesday apple announced the iphone 13 pro would have 3x optical zoom an
improvement over the iphone 12 pro the 12 pro and 12 pro max have 2x and 2 5x
optical digital zoom relies on software to get a similar effect in almost all
situations optical zooming is superior but let s look a little closer to find
out why optical zoom in phones pros better cameras 3x optical zoom face id
longer battery life great performance brilliant 120hz screen with smaller notch
durable and easy to hold 5g long software support a 3x zoom lens for example
can capture a photo that s 3x farther than its widest angle but it doesn t tell
you what that widest angle is what is digital zoom digital zoom doesn t use the
smaller iphone 15 pro offers just 3x optical zoom via its telephoto lens which
equals last year s iphone 14 pro max the iphone 15 and 15 pro are capable of
just 2x optical zoom high levels of digital zoom though aren t possible without
optical zoom these crazy 50x and 100x zooms are only possible because they re a
hybrid of optical and digital zoom a real optical lens does some of the heavy
lifting while the digital techniques provide more apparent zoom the s24 ultra
has an optical 5x telephoto zoom while this is a digital zoom on the s23 ultra
and both provide a 3x optical zoom what s the difference between optical
digital a 3x zoom doesn t mean the subject is actually magnified 3x it just
means the lens can zoom to three times that widest focal length number so a 3x
zoom that starts at 28mm would zoom in to 84mm but a 3x zoom that starts at
24mm would only zoom in to 72mm there s actually another 10 megapixel telephoto
camera on the s21 ultra this year it affords 3x optical zoom that produces
great looking shots if you don t need the higher level of zoom samsung galaxy
s22 3x optical zoom this camera works pretty well with the night mode as you
can see here in this sharp image however the same was not true with the 10x
zoom camera on the ultra friday september 22 2023 3 04 am pdt by tim hardwick
apple s iphone 15 pro max features a tetraprism lens system capable of up to 5x
optical zoom an improvement over the 3x zoom that s a 10 mp telephoto camera
with 3x optical zoom the primary camera tops out at 100x digital zoom while the
secondary 50 mp lens caps at 5x optical zoom which puts the s24 ultra on par
with the the focal length read as xx mm is the strength with which the lens can
focus on an object while the optical zoom the number x x zoom is the strength
of the total zoom you can achieve this means that if a lens has a larger focal
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length it has a narrow angle of view and a smaller focal length implies a wider
angle of view the one that will be dropped is allegedly the 10 mp 3x optical
zoom telephoto as you may have expected samsung will instead aim to convince us
that the main camera on the s25 ultra is able to



optical zoom vs digital zoom which is better for you

Apr 16 2024

optical zoom works by using lenses to magnify a far off image filling the
entirety of the image sensor you ll see lots of cameras and zoom lenses listed
by their zoom ratio say 3x

samsung galaxy s24 ultra vs galaxy s23 ultra zoom
test this

Mar 15 2024

as noted in our galaxy s24 ultra hands on samsung s new phone has a camera
array featuring a 200mp main camera 12mp ultrawide camera 10mp telephoto lens
with a 3x optical zoom and a 50mp

camera zoom explained how optical digital and hybrid
zoom work

Feb 14 2024

modern phones with optical zoom usually have lenses with 3x 10x optical zoom
trying to zoom in further than that should result in loss of quality as you
would technically be using

optical zoom vs digital zoom iphone explained ios 17

Jan 13 2024

the iphone 13 has 3x optical zoom in the iphone 12 has 2 5x optical zoom in and
the iphone 11 has 2x optical zoom in older iphones that only have one camera
can only do digital zoom the non pro iphone 15 14 13 12 and 11 models with two
rear facing cameras have a wide lens and an ultra wide lens

why i m picking the iphone 15 pro over the 15 pro max

Dec 12 2023

the primary difference between the iphone 15 pro and 15 pro max is the
telephoto camera with the max offering 5x optical zoom compared to the pro s 3x
zoom the 15 pro max has a larger 6 7 inch screen and provides approximately six
more hours of battery life compared to the 15 pro

3x optical zoom on the iphone 14 pro finding fresh
perspectives

Nov 11 2023

using the iphone 14 s 3x optical zoom to see familiar scenes in a new way one
of the features of the two iphone 14 pro models is the 3x optical zoom compared



to the 1x zoom

iphone gets 3x optical zoom for the first time cnet

Oct 10 2023

at the iphone 13 event tuesday apple announced the iphone 13 pro would have 3x
optical zoom an improvement over the iphone 12 pro the 12 pro and 12 pro max
have 2x and 2 5x optical

optical zoom vs digital zoom understand your
techradar

Sep 09 2023

digital zoom relies on software to get a similar effect in almost all
situations optical zooming is superior but let s look a little closer to find
out why optical zoom in phones

iphone 13 pro review apple s very best the guardian

Aug 08 2023

pros better cameras 3x optical zoom face id longer battery life great
performance brilliant 120hz screen with smaller notch durable and easy to hold
5g long software support

optical vs digital zoom what you need to know

Jul 07 2023

a 3x zoom lens for example can capture a photo that s 3x farther than its
widest angle but it doesn t tell you what that widest angle is what is digital
zoom digital zoom doesn t use

the iphone 15 pro max has a tetraprism camera what
pcmag

Jun 06 2023

the smaller iphone 15 pro offers just 3x optical zoom via its telephoto lens
which equals last year s iphone 14 pro max the iphone 15 and 15 pro are capable
of just 2x optical zoom

what s the difference between digital and optical
zoom

May 05 2023

high levels of digital zoom though aren t possible without optical zoom these
crazy 50x and 100x zooms are only possible because they re a hybrid of optical



and digital zoom a real optical lens does some of the heavy lifting while the
digital techniques provide more apparent zoom

i tested the galaxy s24 ultra s new camera and it
shocked me

Apr 04 2023

the s24 ultra has an optical 5x telephoto zoom while this is a digital zoom on
the s23 ultra and both provide a 3x optical zoom what s the difference between
optical digital

optical zoom vs digital zoom what s the difference

Mar 03 2023

a 3x zoom doesn t mean the subject is actually magnified 3x it just means the
lens can zoom to three times that widest focal length number so a 3x zoom that
starts at 28mm would zoom in to 84mm but a 3x zoom that starts at 24mm would
only zoom in to 72mm

samsung galaxy s21 and s21 ultra review pro zoom
wired

Feb 02 2023

there s actually another 10 megapixel telephoto camera on the s21 ultra this
year it affords 3x optical zoom that produces great looking shots if you don t
need the higher level of zoom

samsung galaxy s22 s22 s22 ultra camera samples wired

Jan 01 2023

samsung galaxy s22 3x optical zoom this camera works pretty well with the night
mode as you can see here in this sharp image however the same was not true with
the 10x zoom camera on the ultra

iphone 15 pro max everything you need to know about
5x

Nov 30 2022

friday september 22 2023 3 04 am pdt by tim hardwick apple s iphone 15 pro max
features a tetraprism lens system capable of up to 5x optical zoom an
improvement over the 3x zoom that s

the best camera phones you can buy in 2024 msn

Oct 30 2022



a 10 mp telephoto camera with 3x optical zoom the primary camera tops out at
100x digital zoom while the secondary 50 mp lens caps at 5x optical zoom which
puts the s24 ultra on par with the

a photographer s guide how much optical zoom do you
really

Sep 28 2022

the focal length read as xx mm is the strength with which the lens can focus on
an object while the optical zoom the number x x zoom is the strength of the
total zoom you can achieve this means that if a lens has a larger focal length
it has a narrow angle of view and a smaller focal length implies a wider angle
of view

samsung galaxy s25 ultra to have one less camera than
its

Aug 28 2022

the one that will be dropped is allegedly the 10 mp 3x optical zoom telephoto
as you may have expected samsung will instead aim to convince us that the main
camera on the s25 ultra is able to
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